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Paschal Paradox: Reflec5ons on a Life of Spiritual Evolu5on 

By Diarmuid O’Murchu©2022 
 

Chapter 10 – Holding Integrity in a Liminal Impasse 
 
 
For me, wriAng is not about gathering facts, wrapping them in lucid thoughts, then geCng them 
down on the page. It begins by dropping deep into my not-knowing, and dwelling in the dark 
long enough for my eyes to adjust and start to see what's down there. 

—PARKER J. PALMER 
 
 
In the opening chapter, I described my first arrival in the city of Dublin, fascinated by the 
orange-colored neon lights along Mount Merrion Ave. Young men from the countryside oMen 
came to the city for work. Some seQled in well; others did not. For me it marked the transiTon 
into some of the most fruiUul years of my life. In a very real sense Dublin became my new 
home. And my adult self began to grow and blossom. 
 
Several years later, the millennial year of 2000, I landed in another city, greeted once more by 
neon lights. It was Manila, the capital of the Philippines. In those days they did not use a jet-
bridge, so we stepped off the plane onto the tarmac. Looking at the main building, the word 
Mabuhay bounced out at me, and without any idea what the word meant I knew it was a warm 
greeTng. 
 
I stood on the tarmac and gazed around. It all looked so familiar. Momentarily, I doubted my 
own memory as I thought back on what countries I had visited, and this was certainly not one of 
them. As I entered the arrivals hall, I was greeted by warm smiles, by people I had never seen in 
my life. 
 
Being my first Tme in a strange country, I had arranged to stay with a group of Irish Columban 
missionaries in Singalong St., Malate. But, in fact, nothing felt strange. As I walked the nearby 
streets, it felt as if I had known this city all my life. Nor was there any hesitaTon in exchanging 
greeTngs with the people who spoke to me. Filipinos are renowned for their friendly spirit, and 
that was my experience from the start. There was, however, also a strong sense of homoeroTc 
aQracTon, the meaning of which would only emerge some years later. 
 
ENCOUNTERING FORMER LIVES 
 
In September 2003, I learned of an American healer who was visiTng London, where I lived at 
the Tme, specializing in chakra healing. I decided to have a consultaTon in the hope of beQer 
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understanding a recurring bowel disorder. AMer an iniTal introducTon in the consulTng room, 
the healer asked me to confirm my name and give my date of birth. She then went on to 
explain the process of reading my chakra field. She sat a short distance in front of me and with 
her eyes closed began reading my chakra energies. 
 
AMer about ten minutes of silence, she began to explain that my heart chakra looked quite 
dark, gray, and heavy. A lot of energy concentrated there, and it needed releasing. Among the 
possible causes she suggested were influences from past lives (a concept I had encountered 
when I studied psychology but to which I never gave much aQenTon). She informed me that 
she was picking up extensive informaTon on my former lives, which she shared with me. 
 
I was a monk in the Middle Ages heavily involved in the study of the vowed life, a topic on 
which I did extensive research and wriTng.  
 
She then opened her eyes and looking straight at me said: "And I get the impression that you 
have been doing similar work in this lifeTme.” Wow! Spot on! How on earth did she know that? 
We had started the session as complete strangers to each other. How much more does she 
know about me? 
 
She detected former lives of mine in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when I had a 
keen interest in both spirituality and science, and parTcularly the integraTon between the two, 
which incurred disapproval from specialists in both disciplines. That observaTon leM me 
wondering how that former life impacted my current interest in science and spirituality. 
 
Then came what can only be described as a bombshell. I had spent a number of previous 
lifeTmes in the Philippines, during which I had several intense, complicated human 
relaTonships, many of a homosexual nature. At that stage in her disclosures, I felt like running 
out of the room, and she probably picked up my discomfort as her feedback moved on to how I 
might try to integrate all that former experience into my present life, thus liMing some of the 
dark cloud surrounding my heart chakra. 
 
My iniTal visit to Manila and all the strange familiarity that had baffled me began to make 
sense. By the Tme the session with the healer in London occurred, I had made three visits to 
the Philippines and was now enmeshed in a few intense homoeroTc relaTonships. It took 
another three years to deal with those intricate issues. It was intensely emoTonal, but, 
paradoxically, it drew me into deeper levels of spiritual awakening. Fortunately, back in London, 
I had a very skilled spiritual director who accompanied me through a difficult discernment 
process that oMen was both exhilaraTng and bewildering. EssenTally I was undergoing yet 
another paschal journey. 
 
THE EXPANDED SELF 
 
Millions of people acknowledge that we live at a Tme of great change; by trusTng more deeply 
in their adult selves, many seem to be able to ride the Tdes of our changing Tmes. We seem to 
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judge the forces of change, however, largely by external factors, be it in informaTon 
technology, economic shiMs, or poliTcal process. One wonders how much aQenTon we are 
giving to changes coming from within. How many among us are even aware of these? And 
when we do become aware, how well can we arTculate this evoluTonary unfolding? 
 
In chapter three above, I noted the shiM from the strongly individualisTc idenTty, promoted by 
Aristotle and the ancient Greeks, to the more relaTonal one encapsulated in the phrase: "I am 
at all Tmes the sum of my relaTonships and that is what confers my idenTty as a person." 
Despite the fact that the relaTonal construct is widely recognized in the social sciences and 
among many therapists and counselors, in the public arenas of educaTon, poliTcs, economics, 
and religion, the earlier model of the robust individual reigns supreme. Meanwhile there is a 
rapidly evolving sense of personhood, of which connecTon with former lives is just one aspect. 
 
There is a subtle but substanTal shiM going on here, one that is likely to become more visible 
and culturally accepted as we move deeper into the twenty-first century. 
In many ways it might turn out to be one of the more formidable paschal journeys that we will 
have to negoTate in the next few years. I highlight briefly three developments moving us in this 
new relaTonal direcTon: the protean self, the cyborg, the rainbow body phenomenon. 
 
An American psychiatrist, Robert J. LiMon, popularized the idea of the protean self to denote 
the postmodern tendency to become fluid and many-sided in our aQempts to engage the flux 
and fluidity of our age. Named aMer Proteus, the Greek god of many forms, the Protean is 
characterized by a tendency to forgo the certainTes and securiTes of the past, engaging instead 
in conTnuous exploraTon and personal experiment. LiMon contends that the postmodern self is 
less traumaTzed by modern rootlessness than we might expect, conTnually refashioning 
integrity by an ability to stay on the move between parTal, incomplete, and irreconcilable 
realiTes. While this fluidity is oMen associated with the superficial posTng of images on social 
media, we are dealing with an evoluTonary development needing a much deeper assessment 
of what is at stake. 
 
Another take on this same phenomenon, albeit with a technological rather than psychological 
focus, is the noTon of the cyborg, someTmes described as the post-human. A cyborg denotes a 
cyberneTc organism, a person with both organic and biomechatronic body parts. The term was 
coined in 1960 by Manfred Clynes and Nathan S. Kline and popularized by the American 
feminist social scienTst Donna J. Haraway. Beyond the integraTon of mulTple personaliTes, as 
in the protean self, the central issue here is the expanded noTon of self, beyond an exclusive 
organic idenTty to that of the integraTon of human and machine. An example that every reader 
will understand is that of the pacemaker, given to regulate human heart funcTon. Let's suppose 
that my doctor recommends a pacemaker to regularize my heart condiTon, and having refused 
the offer, I die some months later, aged sev-enty-two years old. Now supposing I accept the 
pacemaker and live to be eighty-five. To use tradiTonal religious language: which was God's will 
for me—to die at seventy-two, or live on unTl eighty-five? The pacemaker is not merely a piece 
of medical technology; it becomes an integral dimension of the life force at work in my enTre 
being.78 
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For most of our contemporaries there is no dilemma here. To accept the pacemaker seems to 
be the obvious and responsible thing to do. But how many among us realize that we are 
fundamentally changing what it means to be human? Some fundamentalists might claim that 
we are playing God. It strikes me that this is an evoluTonary development that God wishes us to 
accept and promote. 
 
It opens up, however, a proverbial hornet's nest. According to the futurist Ray Kurzweil, by 
2040, many of us will be able to go to a doctor's office and order a range of nanobite 
technologies (enTTes invisible to the human eye) that a doctor will be able to insert into our 
brains in order to alter one or more aspects of our behavior. I suspect this will already be 
happening by 2030. Might this also be God's will for us, an evoluTonary advance that is 
ulTmately for our good? Or is it the beginning of a slippery slope leading to ulTmate perdiTon? 
 
The great fear is this: In whose hands will this technological power be held? And what are the 
ethics that will guarantee its responsible use? How do we negoTate relevant ethical standards 
in a world where the tradiTonal guardians of morality—namely, religion and the church—no 
longer command credibility? In several cases, they don't even understand what is evolving. 
Ethics and morality are now in the hands of secular powers, not necessarily governments but 
rather mega-corporaTons, for whom voracious consumpTon and financial superiority are the 
dominant values. 
 
My third example comes from the Buddhist tradiTon of Asia, popularly known as the rainbow 
body phenomenon. In 1998, a Tibetan Buddhist monk named Khenpo A-Chö was able to 
achieve a metaphysical ancient phenomenon known as the "rainbow body." Although this was 
the most recent record of a rainbow body occurring, there have been over 160,000 people who 
have reportedly achieved a rainbow body through the Tibetan Buddhist pracTce of Dzogchen. 
Dzogchen is a collecTon of teachings and meditaTon enlightenment. Achieving a rainbow body 
is the result of reaching a peaked enlightened state and refers to the act of either shrinking the 
body before death or at the Tme of death. The shrinking and eventual disappearance of the 
physical body is understood as a complete transformaTon into light. 79 
 
From the Personal to the Transpersonal 

 
On several fronts, what it means to be human is being stretched into new evoluTonary 
possibiliTes full of promise and peril. The three examples offered above the protean self, the 
cyborg, the rainbow body phenomenon are merely the Tp of a proverbial iceberg. There are 
also several narraTves about former life experiences, largely dismissed, and even ridiculed, by 
modern science. RaTonal wisdom cannot keep up anymore. EvoluTon is plunging us all into 
greater depths of knowledge and wisdom. MysTcal consciousness (as explored by the 
philosopher Philip Goff) is leading the way, and if we wish to survive as a species we had beQer 
come on board. 
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Our inherited understanding of personhood is no longer tenable or credible. It is too narrowly 
funcTonal and individualisTc. It needs to be re-visioned in the light of the transpersonal. That 
will involve a painful dying to what Herbert Marcuse one Tme called one-dimensional man, but 
it also inaugurates the launch of the transpersonal human, and therein lies a more enduring 
sense of hope and promise. 
 
How we relate, individually, interpersonally, and socially, will need to be reimagined. Most 
formidable of all is the challenge to deal in a more informed and proacTve way in the 
arTculaTon of human sexuality in this new relaTonal landscape. 
 
BEYOND ARISTOTELIAN ANTHROPOLOGY 
 
For most of our Tme on earth, we, as a human species, operated out of a very different sense of 
self. In chapter four, I outlined the Aristotelian definiTon of the human person as the 
autonomous, self-reliant, separate, raTonal individual, which today dictates not merely our 
anthropology but also our educaTon, poliTcs, and economics. And all the major religions seem 
to endorse this understanding of the human person. It is a tragic and dangerous departure from 
the relaTonal self that has characterized much, if not most, of our long evoluTonary journey of 
seven million years. 
 
As a species we are endowed with an inherited capacity for relaTonality and cooperaTon. Many 
among us are not even aware of that fact, and the fierce compeTTon so endemic to our 
contemporary lifestyles leaves us with a deeply debilitaTng sense of woundedness. We need to 
reclaim that which is deeply inscribed in our physiological make up: 
 

The cells themselves are cooperaTve organizaTons. Without extensive 
cooperaTon between the molecular processes and organelles that make up cells, 
we would not exist. Each of our million billion cells is made up of thousands of 
incredibly small and intricate parts that cooperate together to produce the 
funcTons of the cell.... 
 
We are cooperators that are made of cooperators, that are made of cooperators. 
It is cooperaTon all the way down... Wherever evoluTon has been able to fully 
exploit the benefits of cooperaTon, we always find the extraordinary level of 
specializaTon and interdependency that results from a high degree of division of 
labor. We find it within cells, within our bodies, within our social systems, and 
between naTons. And there is every reason to believe it will also be a feature of 
organizaTons that are capable of future evoluTonary success on even larger 
scales.80 Quote from Evolu1on’s Arrow 

 
The ethnological data from hunter-gatherer cultures has provided a rich resource from which to 
surmise how Paleolithic hunter-gatherers structured their reality, living in bands consisTng of 
fiMeen to thirty people. Among our human ancestors, the hunter-gatherer band is the oldest 
known human social structure. There are sTll hunter-gatherer bands, but precious few, and 
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many of them are threatened with assimilaTon. Hundreds of examples have, however, been 
studied in the past century. Researchers have found that hunter-gatherers tend to live a life of 
eco-nomic, poliTcal, and social egalitarianism. 
 
Central to this egalitarianism is an alternaTve anthropology encapsulated in this descripTon: I 
am at all Ames the sum of my relaAonships, and that is what defines my personal uniqueness. 
RelaTonality is central not merely to who we are in the here and now but to everything 
happening within and around us. Today, we understand this relaTonal capacity not merely as a 
human endowment but as a resourced giM we inherit from our status as Earthlings. 
 
And beyond the earth is our cosmic idenTty, woven into the fabric of creaTon iniTally from the 
remnant of dying stars. We are stardust, and it is well beyond poeTc license to claim that our 
desTny is wriQen in the stars. And if we are being re-birthed in a range of lifeTmes, might this 
not also have something to do with the death and resurrecTon of star energy? 
 
Human beings are not mere organisms, defined primarily by biology and geneTcs. Nor are we 
material bodies enlivened by a God-inserted soul. More accurately, we are each a cosmic, 
planetary process unfolding in Tme and space, across many generaTons and several lifeTmes. 
And each Tme the process unfolds into its cosmic fullness, then we yield to the transformaTve 
creaTvity of the Great Spirt, and our individualized energy fields return to their cosmic origins 
for the Spirit once more to reweave new embodied possibiliTes. 
 
It is called reincarnaTon in some religious tradiTons and resurrecTon in others. In both cases, 
the envisaged outcome is largely if not solely anthropocentric (confined to the human). There is 
liQle recogniTon for the earthly and cosmic dimensions or for the desTny that is wriQen in the 
stars. The egalitarian grandeur of our being and becoming is almost enTrely suppressed. It is 
the personal devoid of the transpersonal, stripped of the relaTonal empowerment that has 
made us the unique species we are meant to become. 
 
OUR PSYCHOSEXUAL LANDSCAPE 
 
Sex in my young formaTve years was a dark, dangerous mystery. Even the menTon of the word 
was prohibited. Many among us, myself included, went into our adult years not merely with 
suppressed emoTon but more seriously with repressed psychic energy. 
 
Repression, it seems to me, is the criTcal issue. Ever since Aristotle defined sexuality as a male 
prerogaTve, requiring a biological organism called a female to ferTlize the male seed, we have 
been incarcerated in a psychic prison breeding waves of repression that have prevailed over 
several centuries. 
 
For Aristotle, sex has one funcTon only: the reproducTon of the species, a biological imperaTve 
endorsed by St. Paul, AugusTne, Thomas Aquinas, MarTn Luther, by world religions generally, 
and by many governments Tll relaTvely recent Tmes. The human capacity for inTmate loving, 
bonding, emoTonal nurturing, and spiritual development, which, I suggest, are among the 
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primary purposes of our sexuality, have been moralized out of existence, feeding the dark 
repression that has been haunTng us unTl the mid-twenTeth century. 
 
When eventually the lid was blown off the repressed boiling cauldron in the 1960s, raw 
sexualized energy spewed out all over the place. It was not just the young that threw cauTon to 
the wind. The frenzied acTng-out featured across a much wider age group, as it sTll does to the 
present Tme. CopulaTon became a response not so much for reproducTon of the species but to 
express the long-repressed hunger for eroTc fulfillment: male and female, male and male, 
female and female. As we moved into the twenty-first century, the experimental climate moved 
further along as LGBTQI became the synonym for an ever-expanding horizon of possibiliTes. 
And as the urge for sexual release became culturally more acceptable, gender idenTty became 
the next feature in the culture of super-fluidity 
 
Some people wonder where will it all end. I wonder whether we have even begun the process 
of responsible discernment—on an issue that touches the lives of every person. Despite the 
extensive sexual acTng out and the sexual liberalism that allegedly characterizes our Tme, 
sexuality conTnues to be subject sTll couched in a great deal of toxic secrecy. Moreover, as a 
species we face a huge challenge of psychosexual healing, not merely for the vicTms of sex 
abuse, but for all of us who carry hurts and wounds from the centuries of repression. 
 
This has probably been one of the most painful Calvarys that our species has had to endure, 
and it will take a few generaTons to move us toward healing and wholeness. I do detect 
seedlings of resurrecTon amid this murky background. Even within my own extended family, I 
see younger people, who fortunately were not trapped in sexualized guilt and shame, 
negoTaTng the new sexual landscape with a great deal more agility and wisdom. What to an 
older generaTon may seem like loose morals (for example, the extensive pracTce of co-
habiTng) is actually a proacTve negoTaTon of a relaTvely new territory that in Tme will require 
a whole new psychosexual ethic. 
 
What that ethic will look like is too soon to speculate. We don't even know who is going to 
create it or how it will be implemented. I cannot see the major religions making much of a 
contribuTon, stuck in a nostalgic dream to revive the monogamous heterosexuality of bygone 
days. Governments will need to lead the way, requiring poliTcians who will be sensiTvely aware 
of the complex landscape needing aQenTon. In voTng for future elected officials we will need 
to keep this challenge in mind. 
 
Ours is indeed an entangled universe. Nothing makes sense in isolaTon anymore – if indeed it 
ever did. We all belong to mulTple worlds and mulTple selves. Technology will carry this sense 
of connected mulTplicity to new levels wherein the integraTon of human and machine-what Ilia 
Delio calls "techno sapiens" —will elevate our interconnectedness to new levels of 
engagement. There are indeed major cultural and ethical challenges at stake here, but let's 
trust the Spirit's creaTve energy at the heart of our evoluTonary universe. 
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FACING MY OWN DEATH 
 
Ever since I studied quantum physics in the 1980s, my sense of death and aMerlife changed 
dramaTcally. At the heart of this amazing universe of which we are all entangled parts, energy 
is the stuff that keeps us all going. And as indicated previously, I believe that all energy is 
energized by the Great Spirit. All energy is sacred. 
 
It is in the eroTc, birthing power of such energy that we are all born out of the world (we don't 
come into it—we come out of it). And in that complex formaTve process, iniTally in the creaTve 
urge of our parents, then in the ferTlity of our mother's womb, and finally as we arrive in the 
realm of space-Tme, field-influence sorts out how everything falls into place, in the process of 
birthing new life. 
 
Much of it is obvious and can be observed and measured by humans, but the crucial dimension 
is hidden. It is what I referred to above as field-influence.81 Around each of our bodies are a 
series of invisible energy fields, stretching out for approximately seventy cenTmeters (thirty 
inches). Healers work regularly with the field closest to our physical bodies, namely, the aura. 
Without these energy fields we cannot even exist. They ground us in the universe, connect us 
as Earthlings to the home planet, and sustain all the energy-based processes on which we grow 
and flourish from birth to death. 
 
Experienced hospice carers oMen allude to their experienced sensaTon of energy disappearing 
as they sit beside a dying person. In all probability, this is the gradual disappearance of the 
energy fields, unTl nothing is leM except the aura. Then that evaporates and the person will die 
shortly thereaMer. 
 
Here we run into the limitaTons of human language. Strictly speaking the energy does not 
disappear or evaporate. As we know from standard physics, energy is never wasted nor 
destroyed. Energy will always reconnect with energy and will be transformed into other 
embodied forms. Therefore, at my death, the energy fields that keep me alive will leave my 
corporeal configuraTon (my body) and will be integrated afresh with the great energy fields of 
the universe. 
 
In this cosmic communion of saints, my evoluTon will conTnue. How, exactly, I have no idea, 
and, to be honest, I have not the slightest worry about all that. I trust the Great Spirit will keep 
me on my toes as she has done throughout my present life-Tme. 
 
And aMer all that? I totally endorse the wonderful declaraTon from Parker Palmer: 
 

Theologies that portray heaven as a gated community in the sky don't speak to 
my condiTon. Among other things, an eternity spent exclusively among members 
of my own tribe sounds more hellish than heavenly. Nor am I persuaded by 
claims that, when we die, spirit separates from maQer and takes on some sort of 
disembodied wraithlike life. As far as I can tell, maQer and spirit are intertwined 
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and indivisible, a disTncTon without a difference, two sides of one coin. If flesh 
and earth were not infused with spirit, how could we and the natural world be so 
full of beauty, healing, and grace?...I am certain of two things: when we die, our 
bodies return to earth, and earth knows how to turn death into new life. 82 

 
How we will be reunited with those we have loved and cherished in this lifeTme is a maQer I am 
more than happy to leave in hands of the Great Spirit. She has maintained creaTon in its eroTc 
birthing over several mulTverses but also in the creaTve energy of every subatomic parTcle. 
She knows what she is about—let's trust her creaTvity! 
 
 
 


